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LGBTO RESOLUTION PA
Student Senate supports inclusive
• • •
•
initiatives on ca1npus
Justin Lee Campbell
News Editor
Clemson Undergraduate
Student Government (CUSG)
Senate has passed a resolution
in support of efforts to "better
the LGBTQ experience at
Clemson." The vote occurred
Monday, Jan. 24 during
the Senate's first meeting of
the spring semester. It was a
unanimous decision.
CUSG Health and Human
Services Chairwoman Emily
Blackshire said the vote was
"not political" and that efforts to
improve the LGBTQ experience
"are happening regardless of
CUSG's support."
"The resolution passed by
[the] Senate conveys Student
Senate support for initiatives
that support the LGBTQ
community," said Shannon Kay,
president of CUSG. Kay said
that Clemson's Campus Pride
Index score of 1.5 out of 5 is
one reason why the resolution is
necessary. She pointed out that
Clemson's peer institutions hold
scores of 3 or more.
The Campus Pride Index is
a "national benchmarkingtool for
colleges and universities to create
safer, more inclusive campus
communities," according to
http://www.campusprideindex.
org/. A nonprofit that works
with students across the counrry
to create resources for LGBTQ
and ally students, Campus Pride
developed the index to give
prospective students and their
families a database of LGBTQ

friendly campuses. Clemson
included the index as part of
its Campus Climate Survey, an
effort to gauge the atmosphere of
campus.
"I think it's important to
note that [the] Campus Climate
Survey is based on policy, not
on the actual campus climate,"
said Jessie Bailey; a sophomore
English major and president
of Clemson Gay Straight
Alliance (CGSA). "Clemson
is at least doing better than a
1.5 in terms of the climate of
LGBTQ+ relations on campus."
However, Bailey also said that
the university's policies and
procedures are inadequate and
require further action. "The
[Senate's] resolution is worded
very broadly .. . I personally
hope this means that they will
make substantial changes."
One change that CGSA
supports is gender inclusive
housing. The pwpose of
gender inclusive housing is to
give members of the LGBTQ
community the option of living
with other LGBTQ individuals.
"I think that's the scariest thing
for an incoming LGBTQ
student is to have a random
roommate who isn't accepting,"
said Courtney McKevie, a
Clemson alumnus and former
CGSA president.
"I know people in CGSA
who went out of their way to
find someone who identified
as the same sexuality . . . so
they could room together, just
because they didn't feel safe."
Safety is an important

element of Clemson's LGBTQ
agenda. In 2003, the university
instituted the Safe Zone Program
to create a more welcoming
environment
for
LGBTQ
people. The program provides
Ally Training for faculty and
staff who want to be a resource
for students and establish their
offices as Safe Zones. Wmston
Holton's office is one of those
safe zones.
"Unfortunately, Clemson's
campus culture hasn't been the
open environment for those
professing alternative lifestyles,"
said Holton, a Clemson
alumnus and field director of
Clemson's Call Me MISTER
(CMM) program. The CMM
initiative is to make the pool
of teachers in South Carolina's
lowest performing elementary
schools more diverse.
"MISTER stands for
'Mentors Instructing Students
Towards
Effective
Role
Models,' and it is critical for
me and other leaders across
our network to exemplify
this mission," said Holton,
explaining why he participated
in Ally Training. "Call Me
MISTER provides opportunities
during seminars, dialogues
and informal discussions for
participants to address issues
of the LGBTQ community in
non-threatening spaces."
Bailey said that Campus
Pride's website has a checklist of
guidelines that schools can follow,
one of which is gender neutral
bathrooms. CUSG identified
gender neutral bathrooms as an

'

example of LGBTQ initiatives
that the resolution supports.
"We
will
continue
communicating
with
administrators to make sure
that the general initiatives
identified in the resolution are
pursued," said President Kay,
commenting on future actions
her administration will take
to actualize the resolution's
goal. "It's important to keep
in mind that the resolution
is simply a statement of
support, which is different fi:om
a bill."
Kay said that the aspect
of her and Thomas' platform
that the resolution represents
is "Unite Our Family," the
aim of which is to improve the
experiences of students while at
Clemson. In regards to students
who may disagree with the
resolution, Kay emphasized the
resolution's focus on inclusivity.
Chairwoman Blackshire said
that CUSG is "helping a group
of students who are asking for
help . . . while not detracting
fi:om other students."
Holton said that inclusivity
has been an essential part of
CMM culture, resulting in
significant improvement in the
program's climate. "I have several
fi:iends and family who belong
to the LGBTQ community, and
I've witnessed their struggle for
acceptance on a very personal
level," said Holton. "It will be
great when the entire crup.pus is a
safe zone, but for now, I'm proud
to have my office identified
as one."

CAMPUS PRIDE INDEX
The Campus Pride Index, which
includes 50+ self-assessment
questions, helps schools
determine how LGBTQ
friendly their campuses
are. Here are some
schools' overall
scores:

Friedlander will perform in Tillman on Feb. 26.

WORLD CHAMPION
COMES TO CLEMSON
CLEMSONLiVE hosts comedian
Judah Friedlander in February
Tessa Schwarze

Contributor
Judah
Comedian
Friedlander is coming to
Clemson.
Self-proclaimed
"World
Champion,"
Friedlander, who starred in
NBC's "30 Rock," will take the
stage in Tillman Auditorium
at 10 p.m. on Friday, Feb.
26. Sponsored by TigerPaw
Productions, U-NITES! and
CLEMSONLiVE, the event
is fi:ee for any student with
aCUID.
"Judah is known to
comics and audiences as one
of the funniest and most
original stand-up comedians,"
said a TigerPaw Productions
press release. "He always has
new jokes and he plays off rhe
audience, making up jokes on
the spot."
Friedlander has been
doing stand-up since 1989.
"Stand-up comedy is the
most relaxing thing I do," said
Friedlander in an interview
with
The
Hollywood
Reporter. "If I want to unwind
and de-stress, I go out and do
stand-up, often several shows
in a night." Friedlander stated
that stand-up is his "home
base," but he dQes comedy
"in all mediums, platforms
and situations."
These various platforms

lnfographlc by EMILY DREYER/ News Layout Ed~or

and situations include a roles
in over 30 films, three of
which are "Zoolander," "Meet
the Parents" and "American
Splendor." Friedlander has
also authored several books,
including rhe dark satire
"If the Raindrops United:
Drawings and Cartoons"
and an instructional karate
book entitled "How to Beat
Up Anyone."
Friedlander
is
best
known for his role as writer
Frank Rossitano in NBC's
Emmy-winning sitcom "30
Rock," which also starred
Tina Fey and Alec Baldwin.
Throughout
the
show's
run, Friedlander sported his
signature appearance, a look
that features his long, shaggy
hair and oversized glasses. He
also wears a trucker hat and
t-shirt, both embroidered
with an original slogan. This
appearance is his everyday
style and frequently seen in his
comedic routines.
Rebekah Griggs, public
relations director for Tiger Paw
Productions,
encourages
students to binge watch "30
Rocle" on Netflix to prepare
for the show.
"We
expect
his
performance to be fun and
laid back," said Griggs,
on
what
commenting

See CHAMPION on A2

PANEL ON POLICE AND COMMUNITY
Clem,son officers address diversity,
police violence and the m,edia
Saavon Smalls
Associate Editor
In rhe summer of 2015,
Zachary
Hammond
was
shot dead by a police officer
in an incident related to an
undercover drug operation.
The
event
occurred
in Seneca, eight miles from
Clemson. Soon after, media
coverage reported the event
as an occurrence of police
brutality.
On
Facebook,
cries of anger and distrust
against the Seneca Police
Department grew, resulting in

#JusticeForZacharyHammond.
Fast forward almost six
months later.
The Clemson University
Police Department conducted
a forum on their role in
the community on Jan. 26.
Hosted in McKissick Theater,
the forum was headed by
Chief Eric Hendricks and
the City of Clemson's Police
Department
Captain
Jeff
Stone. Other members of rhe
meeting included Alesia Smirh,
the direcctor of the Office
of Communiry and Ethical
Standards, students Nigel

Jamesand Wayna Prigden and
George Smith, the associate
vice president ofstudent affairs.
The meeting focused
on police involvement in the
town and on campus, as well as
how law enforcement and the
community can interact.
In regards to the topic
of racial tensions that is
commonly brought up in
conversations about police
interactions with citizens, Chief
Hendricks cited rhe importance
of a diverse police force. "How
can you expect to relate to
the community if you don't

See PANEL on A2
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students should expect from
Friedlander's routine. , "We're
also hoping for a great phrase
on his famous hat!"
After
he
performs,
Friedlander typically does a
meet-and-greet, which consists
of a book-signing and photos
with fans. All pictures are free.
"You don't have to ask
Judah if it's OK to take a
photo," said the press release.
"You can take one with him,
and it'll be the sexiest photo

[have a force that represents
them]?" asked Hendricks.
Alesia Smith agreed, saying,
"The community has to
see the force as formidable
and relatable."
Women
and
racial
minorities
comprise
46
percent of CUPD. Alone,
racial minorities make up
21 percent of the force.
Hendricks also discussed
his intentions on making
the gender composition of
CUPD more representative
of Clemson's campus, which
is approximately 50 percent
of each gender. In contrast,
women
and
minorities
make up 20 percent of
City of Clemson
the
Police Department.
The panel also spoke on
the relationship between the
media and the police.
"(The]
[m]edia
is
extremely important and
should_ be embraced and
you have to use it to get
the right message our,"
said Hendricks.

you've ever seen."

CLEMSONLiVE
will hold a student talent
search on Thursday, Feb.
4, from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m. in McKissick Theater
to find the opening act for
Friedlander's performance.
Try avoiding to avoid
imitating
Friedlander.
According
to
TigerPaw
Productions's press release,
he is one of the most copied
comedians. "But a copy is
never as good as rhe original,"
said
the
press
release.
''And no one can top the
World Champion."
To sign up, visit https:/ I
cu cam puslife. wufoo .co ml
forms/zl v5lnw80rbl y 1u/.

James, a senior

biological sciences major,
expressed his thoughts on
the connection between the

ti TIGER

media and law enforcement.
"The media creates a
distrust of police officers,"
said James.
Toward the end of the
event,the panel discussed
ways to prevent racially
based police violenceand
what to do in the event
that it happens. Diversity
training was one measure
mentioned.
Additionally,
complaint inquiry forms
are
in
every
police
department. When a form
is filled out and submitted,
it is treated like an
investigation
with
progress updates.
"Our school is diverse,
more so than most others
in the state ... [and] it isn't
rocket science ro treat
people like they should be
treated," said Captain Stone.
"Our job is to be proactive,
not reactive."

Prigden, a Clemson
student, said, "There is
a responsibility ro meet
officers and see they aren't
all bad."
Students can contact
CUPD at 864-656-2222 for
any emergencies.

A bird's-eye view of the South Carolina Botanical Garden.
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CUSG considers changing
policyfor seniors
Charlotte Long
Contributor

Hannah Halusker
Contributor

It's a cool autumn
evening, and you are admiring
the night sky from a blanket
in your backyard. The stars
are shimmering, the moon is
bright and you look toward
the east to see a shooting
star soai;ing through the sky.
This isn't a typical shooting
star, though-it's a memorial
to a local family's loved one
whose ashes are becoming one
with space.
With the help of the
California-based
company;
Elysium Space, shooting star
burials and other galactic
resting places are becoming
realistic
alternatives
to
the cemeteries found here
on Earth.
As
recently reported
in Science, Elysium Space
announced their line of celestial
services in summer 2015, and
now rivals Celestis, Inc., which
has been in the business for the

' _I

past 18 years. Both companies
have built their reputations
on aerospace engineering and
funeral care, having combined
the two to provide this
revolutionary technology. The
memorial begins as Elysium
Space sends a burial kit in the
mail, which contains a capsule
made of aluminum alloy that is
coate;d in a protective oxidized
film for space travel. Cremated
remains are then placed in the
qipsule, and the capsule is sent
back to Elysium Space ro be
sorted into respective spacecrafr
.modules until rhe memorial's
launch date.
For as little as $1,990, the
capsule is sent into space ro be
honored in a variety of places.
Elysium Space's Shooting Star
Memorial launches the capsule
into Earth's orbit, where it
continues its revolution until
falling to the atmosphere as a
shooting star. The capsule also
has the possibility of being
buried on the moon's surface
in what Elysium Space calls

their Lunar Memorial. The
last option offered is the Milky
Way Memorial, which propels
the capsule into deep space,
beyond our own solar system,
where it is able to traverse the
universe for the rest of time.
To distinguish themselves from
Elysium Space, Celestis, Inc.
markets one additional service
in which the capsule is sent into
space, only to return to Earth
afrer its flight. The remains can
then be recovered by the family
and cherished in remembrance.
In 1997, Celestis, Inc. had
their first spaceflight-"The
Flight"-which
Founders
carried "Star Trek" creator Gene
Roddenberry and American
psychologist Timothy Leary.
Since then, Celestis, Inc. has
laid to rest many astronauts,
sci-fl actors, physicists and
everyday people, and now
Elysium Space will too.
Anyone can opt for one ofthese
celestial burials.
For more information, go
to www.elysiumspace.com.

In
2013,
Clemson
University abandoned its
Redemption
Policy
on
addressing
unsatisfactory
grades by replacing it with the
Academic Forgiveness Policy
(AFP), a process that must
be initiated by the student in
combination with an advisor.
The current policy is
limited to three classes and
can be applied retroactively.
Therefore, seniors can seek
forgiveness for a class they
took their freshman year.
However,
committee
agendas presented at the
first Clemson Undergraduate
Student,
Government
(CUSG) meeting of the
semester
discussed
how
Clemson University sees this
policy changing in the future.
The CUSG Academic
Affairs Committee raised
concerns
regarding
the
current application of AFP
to
senior
undergraduate
students and how that may
need to change.
CUSG
argued
that
the intent of Academic
Forgiveness is to help students
who are switching majors
change direction by forgiving

a previous grade that was
not satisfactory. Currently,
senior undergraduates who
have received a D or an F in a
course from their freshman or
sophomore years can use AFP
in order to graduate on time.
Consequently, the committee
is suggesting removing senior
eligibility
for
Academic
Forgiveness, which would
also apply changes to the pass/
no pass option in regards to
Gen·Eds.
According to Clemson
University's website, the AFP
was put in place to allow an
undergraduate student the
option of eliminating up to
three courses in which a grade
of D or F was previously
earned. Courses for which
forgiveness has been applied
will remain on the student's
transcript with a disclaimer
that the credit and grade
have been excluded from
the student's earned hours
and GPA.
Shiva Mohan, a junior
history and political science
double major and chair of the
Academic Affairs Committee,
said, "The discussions about
AFP are very preliminary
.. .we're trying to decide if
improvements need to be
made to it." With CUSG

bringing this issue to light,
it poses the question of how
much power CUSG has over
these decisions. "We work
with administration regarding
any changes," said Mohan.
"Our say in any matter
comes from representing
student opinions."
Mohan also said that
pass/ no pass will still exist for
classes that are offered as such.
Hpwever, regularly graded
"A-F'' ·'classes'
ncf longet
have a pass/ no pass option
in upcoming semesters. "The
pass/ no pass option would
only allow these classes to
count for elective cn,dit, and
that caused some students
to miss out on requirements
they needed for graduation,"
said Mohan.
"I think they ~houldn't
be al;,le to have ~ules for
different classes," said senior
graphic
communications
major Kendyle Seay on
the proposed exclusion of
seniors from the AFP. "If
you are a senior and haven't
used
your
academic
forgiveness, then you should
be able to."
To review AFP, go
to
http://www.registrar.
clemson.edu/html/
acadforgiveness.htm.
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ALL ALONE:
Ashley Stout
Asst. PhQto Editor
As most of you are probably already
aware, this past Monday President Obama
announced a ban on solitary confinement of
juveniles in the federal prison system. He
claimed that the practice is used too often
and that the psychological consequences
of it are too devastating to accept. In
addition, the president gave a list of
executive actions that would be put in place
to prevent prisoners committing lower
level offenses from being punished with
solitary confinement.
Currently, the maximum amount of
rime that a prisoner can be given solitary
confinement for a first offense is a whole
year, and President Obama changed this
maximum to 60 days. While more adults
than juveniles are subjected to solitary
confinement in federal prisons, the ban
is expected to result in long-term changes
in state laws. Illinois and Oregon are
some of the states that have already put
new practices in place, such as excluding
mentally ill prisoners entirely from solitary
and reducing maximum sentences.
To put things into perspective, here
are a few facts about solitary confinement.
The average cell is approximately 80 square
feet, smaller than a typical horse stable. The
room contains a bed, a sink and a toilet
and usually nothing else. Food is delivered
through a slot in the door, just like you
see in the movies. Sometimes the inmate
is allowed one hour of exercise, but it is
usually done in a cage.
Common
effects
of
solitary
confinement include paranoia, depression/
suicidal thoughts, hallucinations, difficulty
concentrating, obsessions and almost always
a dramatic decline in social behavior.
When asked to speak on the issue,
Obama stated, "How can we subject
prisoners
to
unnecessary
solitary
confinement, knowing its effects, and then
expect them to return to our communities
as a whole people? It doesn't make us safer,
it's an affront to our common humanity."
Being more of a Conservative myself, I
don't always agree with Obama's stance on

A com,m,entary on the dam,ages of solitary
con.finem,ent

SENIOR STAFF
ROWAN LYNAM

Editor in Chief
editor.thetigernews@gmail.com

issues. This, however, I am in 100 percent
agreement with.
· No matter what your religious or
political beliefs are, it is a fact that human
beings are not meant to be alone. It is
our nature to yearn for companionship in
any form.
If you look at this from a Christian
perspective, God created Eve so that Adam
could have a partner. If you look at this from
a scientific perspective, humans need mates
so that they can reproduce. And if you look
at this from a psychological perspective,
isolation has serious effects on the brain,
both short-term and long-term, depending
on how long the person is left in loneliness.
Current research states that in general,
the brain finishes developing around age
25. Adolescence is a key time period in
intellectual and emotional development. If
we are striving to turn juvenile offenders
into better people, isolating them and
damaging them psychologically even more
than they are already damaged is actually
going to produce the opposite effect.
Perhaps if the federal prison system focused
more on reform, mental health resources
and education than it did punishment,
humiliation and cruelty, we would
see improvements in societal behavior
rather than repeated criminal offenses
and rebellion.
You cannot say that you want a world
with better people, less crime and a stronger
justice system if you are not willing to
contribute an ounce of humanity to the
situation at hand .
In all of this, I am not saying that those
who commit crimes should be let off with a
smack on a wrist. I am saying that instead of
just throwing individuals into a small metal
box, we should try to understand better why
they committed the crimes that they did
and how we can prevent future ones from
happening. We should give them access to
mental health care, as well provide them
with education and counseling that can give
them a sense of purpose and reason in life.
It is time that we take a harsher look
at the federal prison system as it is and
start to make changes that will prevent the
social inequities that put people there in the
first place .
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If one was to ask Clemson
graduates or upperclassmen about
why Clemson is such an amazing
university, somewhere in most of
their answers would be a mention
of Clemson's overwhelming school
spirit and student involvement.
That was certainly the most
recurring detail I heard about
Clemson before I came here. Were

this same question posed to new
students, however, I believe that
there would not be such a consensus.
As a first-year student myself,
I certainly would not have raved
about school spirit or involvement
had I been asked this question last
semester; I had heard such fantastic
things about Clemson, yet did not
have the experience that I expected.
As I have come to realize, my dull
experience was not the university's
fault, but mine.

I had been waiting for the
amazing things I'd heard about to
bestow themselves upon me instead
of actively seeking them myself.
Being the Online Content
Director at The Tiger has been one
of my most enjoyable experiences at
Clemson; I work with an amazing
group of people and we all try to
inform and entertain the Clemson
student body as best we can. It
has been in my contributions to
the university that I found myself

O..L__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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The #ClemsonFamily is celebrated at football games and on campus as the symbol of campus unity.
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as amazed with Clemson and its
students as all of the graduates I've
talked to over the years.
However, I feel that many other
students, especially newer students,
do not have such positive opinions of
Clemson, and I believe it is because
they are in similar positions to my
first-semester younger self. They are
either waiting for all of the brilliant
things they've heard about to appear
or they're pursuing involvement with
groups and activities on campus for
fun without much thought to what
these clubs actually do.
The latter of these issues may in
fact be the more prevalent; rushing
and joining clubs with nothing in
mind but personal gain is a certain
way to limit what one can get out of
being involved on campus, including
to how that involvement might be
received by employers or internship
pursuits.
You're even likely to fall into
something you're passionate about.
There's often more to being
a part of a Clemson club than just
enjoying yourself. You have a chance
to be a part of impactful service
projects, community outreach, and
meaningful volunteer work. You get
the chance to expand the idea of the
Clemson Family to include the ways
we improve and build up the entire
Clemson community.
Being part of a collection
of people who strive to serve the
student body at large or help to
improve Clemson as a university
reveals just how brilliant Clemson
University and its students are.
Ask not what Clemson can do
for you.
Ask what you can do for
Clemson.
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B EB LRECRUIT
Interview by Trevor Andresen II Contributor
Photo contributed by Micha Green from Forsyth News
It may still be January, but the Clemson baseball team is in full swing as
they prepare to open their season on Feb. 19. The 2016 squad features a mix of
battle-tested veterans and highly touted freshmen eager to earn some playing
time. This year's impressive recruiting class was ranked 21" by Perfect Game USA.
Perhaps the most impressive of the bunch, however, is Seth Beer, a freshman
from Suwanee, Georgia, who enrolled just a couple of weeks ago after graduating
high school early. Beer looks to be an impact bat at the collegiate level, and will_
'immediately compete for playing time in the corner outfield, as well as at·urst
base. I got the chance to speak with Seth about the upcoming season
and his transition to Clemson.
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TS: You received offers from

TIGER SPORTS {TS):

some other higb-caliber
schools. What was it about
Clemson tbat stood out to
you and made you want to
commit here?

Thanks for taking some
time to talk with us; I know
I speak for all Tiger fans
when I say I'm very excited
to see you out on the field
this spring.

SB:

Ir's funny, because
Clemson wasn't even on my
radar at all. My mom made
me come up and visit because
my sister had a tournament
on campus. I just realized,
"Wow, this is where I want to
go." One of my coaches, Paul
Byrd, was someone I looked
to for advice when it came
to choosing a school, and he
told me that once you find the
right place for you, you just
know it. Clemson was that
place for me. I'm also really
big into fishing, so having the
lake right on campus is real
nice to have.

SETH BEER: No problem,
I'm definitely excited to be
here!

TS: ,Let's

jump right into
it. Take me through the
pro(ess of deciding to forgo
yow; senior season of high
scbool and enroll early here
at Clemson.

SB:

It was definitely a big
decision for me and my family,
and it was a long process. The
upcoming [Major League
Baseball] draft was looking
pretty good, but I just sat back
and thought about what I

TS: Switching gears a little
.

-~

bit, wbat would you say is
your biggest strength as a
baseball player1

SB: I'd have to say my hitting
ability, it is just something
that I love to do, and has
always been something that's
shown and stood out. That
might change against these
big ACC arms, but ir's always
been a tool that I've shown
thus far.

learning that you're not going
to succeed every time, and how
to not get down on yourself if
you are struggling. Just keep
grinding and look for a way
to help the team win, because
that's the ultimate goal; to get
to Omaha.

TS:

Is there a player you
tried to model your game
after wbile growing up?

SB: Josh Hamilton, for sure.
TS: What is

the one area
that you most want to
improve upon by the time
you leave Clemson?

SB:

Definitely my mental
ability, and the mental
approach to the game of
baseball. Just understanding
that I'm not going to go up
to the plate every time and
get my job done. It's about

I read his book, and always
liked how he played the game
and how he gives 110 percent
in everything that he does.
Just seeing how he overcame
all that adversity and then
succeeded in the big leagues.
Being a corner outfield guy
who can really swing the bat,
he has all the tools I want to
further. And on top of that
he's a good teammate and a
true team player.

.

Be sure to head over to Doug Kings:rnof~-Stadium this spring to watch Seth and the rest of the Tigers work
towards another NCAA Tournament appearance. The first game is Friday, Feb. 19 at 4 p.m. against Maine.
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PREVIEWING
THE 2016
FOOTBALL
SEASON
A colum,n on the 2016 m,atch-ups
Allison Daniel
Sports Editor
On Tuesday, rhe ACC
released the schedules for
the 2016 football season.
Clemson's schedule includes
some interesting march-ups
that will provide entertaining
games come fall. Head Coach
Dabo Swinney said, "It is
another challenging schedule
overall ... we will have to
be at our best from the first
week." That first week will
feature a game at Auburn, the
first trip there for Clemson
since 2010, and the regular
season will close with in
state rival Sourh Carolina
in November. The Tigers
will have to overcome some
difficult obstacles if they want
another chance at winning a
National Championship.

Clemson at Auburn Sept. 3, 2016
The last trip to Auburn
featured an overtime match
up with a Cam Newton led
team. Clemson ultimately
lost the contest but have
beaten Auburn twice since
then. While Head Coach Gus
Malzahn's ream struggled
this past season, the contest
is sure to provide an electric

atmosphere for the first game
of the season. Clemson really
cannot afford to start slow
as · they did against Wofford
this year.

Clemson vs. Troy Sept.10,2016
This visit by Troy ro
Death Valley will only be
their second, with the last
march-up being in 2011.
The Tigers are unlikely to
have any problems with this
ream and it should make for
a relaxed first home game for
fans to enjoy.

Clemson vs. South
Carolina State - Sept.
17,2016
Clemson will remain at
home the following week to
face the South Carolina State
Bulldogs. The Tigers will
enter the 2016 season with
a 16-game home winning
streak, the second longest in
the nation, and the Bulldogs
shouldn't pose much of a
threat to that .

Clemson at Georgia
Tech - Sept. 22, 2016
Clemson will travel to
Atlanta just five days after
playing SC Stare to face the

Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets.
The
triple-option
attack
could provide some problems
for Clemson's young and
inexperienced
defense.
Clemson's last regular season
loss was to Georgia Tech back
in 2014 but that loss came
without Deshaun Watson
under center. With Clemson's
dynamic offense, the Yellow
Jackets shouldn't prove to .
be much of a threat as long
as the Tigers can play a
clean game.

Clemson vs. Louisville
- Oct. 1, 2016
This game will be
Clemson's ACC home opener
for the season and will most
likely be a close comest.
While Clemson has won each
of the last two meetings, the
Cardinals have proven to be a
proverbial thorn in the side of
the Tigers. Expect this game
to be close but the Tigers to
pull away late.

Clemson at Boston
College - Oct. 7, 2016
This game will be
another short turn around for
the Tigers as they will play
on a Friday night for the first
rime in 60 years. The Eagles'

The Tigers will open the 2016 football season on the road against Auburn.
stingy defense gave rhe Tigers
trouble in 2015 but with
Mike Williams returning to
assist Warson and Wayne
Gallman, it is unlikely the
same scenario will rake place
in 2016.

Clemson vs. NC State •
Oct. 15, 2016
NC Stare under Head
Coach Dave Doeren has been
to a bowl game the last two
years and has seen a lot of
improvement. Luckily for the
Tigers, this is a home game;
Carter-Finley Stadium is , a
difficult environment to play
in. Ultimately, the Tigers will
prove to be too much for the
Wolfpack bur this could be
another close game.

Open Date - Oct. 22,
2015
Clemson at Florida
State - Oct. 29, 2016
The march-up rhar has
determined the ACC Atlantic
for the last several years is

likely to do so again. The
Seminoles have provided
a tough challenge since
Swinney's arrival at Clemson
and playing in Tallahassee
makes this one even more
difficult for the Tigers.
This one may be too close
for comfort.

Clemson vs. Syracuse Nov. 5, 2016
The Orange gave an
undefeated Clemson team a
scare this year in the Carrier
Dome and the Tigers escaped
with a narrow victory.
However, don't expen the
same thing with the game
being played in Death Valley.

Clemson vs. Pittsburgh
- Nov. 12, 2016
This will be the first
meeting between Clemson
and Pitt in 40 years and the
first rime the Panthers will
make their way to Death
Valley. The unfamiliarity of
the two teams could make for
an interesting match-up but

the crowd advantage could
be the edge the Tigers need to
pull away.

Clemson
at
Wake
Forest - Nov. 19, 2016
The last time the Tigers
went to Winston-Salem they
struggled to put the Demon
Deacons away, largely due
to several costly penalties.
Unless a similar situation
occurs this year, the Tigers
should take care of business
and be ready for their rivalry
game the next week.

Clemson vs. South
Carolina - Nov.
26,
2016
With a new head coach
trying to prove himself, rhe
Gamecocks are likely to be
a formidable opponent to
close out the regular season.
As always, emotions will
run wild and anything can
happen in a rivalry game so
this one could be a toss-up.
Expect the electric crowd in
Death Valley to play a role in
the outcome of this game.

BECOMING ASUPERSTAR
HowJaron Blossomgame inspired
an entire team
Cole Little .
Columnist

Junior forward Jaron Blossomgame (5) stands with teammates on the sideline.

The Clemson Tigers
men's basketball team has not
had a legitimate superstar
since K.J. McDaniels took
his talents ro rhe NBA. But,
much to the chagrin of the
rest ofthe ACC, rhar dry spell
is coming to a close. Junior
forward Jaron Blossomgame
has been lighting it up in
terms of shooting lately,
averaging over 18 points per
game in conference play.
Like the rest of the team,
Blossomgame suffered a
. miserable December, looking
virtually
innocuous
on
offense. However, Clemson's .·
most talented player has
been the undisputed catalyst
behind the · Tigers' recent
charge. He has frequently
been shown on television
broadcasts inspiring his

teammates by getting them .
fired up on the sidelines and
playing with his emotions on
his sleeve.
Blossomgame
is
a
freakish physical specimen,
similar to the great Tracy
McGrady. Like McGrady,
Blossomgame is highly skilled
at both jump shooting and
attacking the basket. While
fellow Tiger forward Donte
Grantham might be the most
complete basketball player,
Blossomgame boasts more
talent and appears to have an
NBA future looming.
There is no doubt
about it: the ream is run
through Blossomgame. For
the most part, Clemson's
starting lineup is composed
of mild-mannered players,
and Blossomgame provides
the energy and passion
required of any quality
basketball ream. As a six-

foot-seven small forward,
Blossomgame's rebounding
tenacity is remarkable, and
it makes him a definite
force to be reckoned with
at every spot on the floor.
In addition, his defensive
ability
has
dramatically
improved during his tenure
at Clemson. Blossomgame
is a complete player in
every sense of the term, and
the Tigers have improved
alongside him.
Make
no
mistake,
every player in Clemson's
rotation has stepped up his
game since rhe woe-filled
month of December, but
Blossomgame has been the
sparkplug. The young man
from Alpharetta, Georgia,
has been playing like a future
all-conference
selection
as of late, and he has the
Tigers playing like potential
conference champions.

TIGERS IN THE NBA
Former Clenison basketball players
conipete on the professional level
Zachary Clark
Contributor
With this NBA season in
full swing, a few former Tigers
are looking to leave a mark
on their respective reams.
Neither of these two players
are superstars in the NBA
but both are vital to their
team's success.

Forward Trevor Booker
of the Utah Jazz has been
a steady contributor to the
ream for the past two seasons
since transferring from the
Washington Wizards. So far
this season, Booker has played
a total of 43 games bur has
only started in two. Booker
has contributed five points
per game and six rebounds in

23 minutes played per game.
Booker has never been a big
time scorer in the NBA bur
he isn't afraid to get rebounds
and defend.
Another Tiger,
K.J.
McDaniels, has bounced
around between the NBA
and the NBA Development
League (D-League).
While in the NBA
with the Houston Rockets,
McDaniels played in 15
games and only played a
limited role within the ream.
Recenrly in a game against the
Detroit Pistons, McDaniels
was called for five straight
intentional
fouls
against
Andre Drummond in nine
seconds. Although McDaniels
has struggled to be productive

on the NBA level this season,
he shined in the D-League.
With the Rio Grande Vipers,
McDaniels has played 11
games, averaging almost I 5
points, eight rebounds, three
assists, two blocks and one
steal per game. With the
success that McDaniels ' is
having in the D-League this
season, look for the Houston
Rockets to make him a
permanent fixture on the
team's roster.
Booker and the Utah
Jazz will be playing on Jan.
29 against the Minnesota
Timberwolves.
The
Rio
Grande Vipers will be in
action on rhe road on Jan.
28 against the Oklahoma
City Blue.

Former Clemson forward Trevor Booker has played 43 games in the NBA.
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Bonjour,
fro1nParis
An abroad student's account of life in France

Kelsey Morgan
Contributor

I've been in Paris for about
a month now. I don't speak
French, I'm 4,138 miles from
home, I'm six hours ahead of
all of my friends and family,
I don't have an oven, the
poor French just can't say my
name (FYI, Kelsey doesn't
translate well to any language
in my experience) and Paris is
downright expensive. Every
day I get a feeling of "Wow,
Paris is the most incredible
place ever!" bur also "Wow,
I'm really homesick." The
best way I can describe it
is that scene in "Tangled"
when Rapunzel leaves her
rower, and one second she's
celebrating her riew freedom

1

and the next second she's
crying ro go back home.
And here I am, mote than
4,000 miles away from
everything that is familiar
to me.
I'm still in the process of
getting settled. My room is
together, I'm learning how
the metro system works and
I'm learning French; but
being in a foreign country
is a big adjustment and can
be intimidating when you
realize you've been here
for more than a week or
two and you're not getting
ready to get on a plane
home anytime soon.
I'll fill you in on a few
things that I miss most Cajun filer chicken biscuits,
delivery pizza and (because

I just got over bronchitis and
pink eye in my first month
of being here) Campbell's
chicken noodle soup. It's
also funny how when I'm at
home, McDonald's is a last
resort for me. Here though,
it's comforting because it's
so familiar.
This is actually the
second time I've sat down
to write this, because, to be
honest, I'm still gathering
my own thoughts about
this
whole
experience.
I've traveled more than
some, bur a lot less than
others. One thing I have
learned though is that your
expectations
are
rarely
met - in good ways and in
bad. Things tend to either
surpass our expectations, or

they fall short. Things don't
always go as planned, and
sometimes things downright
suck. But honestly, even the
things that suck are part of
what makes these experiences
so great.
For me, it kind of sucks
being 4,000 miles away
from Bojangles.' It kind
of sucks having to go to
a doctor that you have
trouble
communicating
your
symptoms
with.
· It kind of sucks being half a
day away from my friends arid
family. But at the same time,
I'm in a city many people
dream about and never see.

I get the chance to climb
to the top of 850-year~old
cathedrals that took 200 years
to build. I get to stand in front
of priceless paintings and
sculptures of artists like
Van Gogh and Da Vinci.
I get to go to a school in a
building that is a national
monument commemorating
the 200-year anniversary of
the French Revolution, and
I get to plan trips to other
countries that can be done in
a weekend. I get to learn how
to really and truly stand on
my own two feet in a country

where I don't even speak the
language, and where I have to
learn how to figure things out
on my own.
I don't really know what
to expect for the next four
months, but I know it's
going to be the adventure of
a lifetime.
It's intimidating, definitely
- but what great adventure
isn't?
Till next time, Tigers.
- Kelsey

Photo Courtes of Matt Spadaro
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WHEN
WE WERE
YOUNG
Part two in a
series offive
Matt Spadaro
Contributor

The
razor-sharp
body creases and severe,
crystal-like light fixtures
of
Lexus'
massive
LX570 give off the
impression that it is the
beautiful outcome of a
brutal swordfight.
Many
industry
journalists have expressed
confusion
over
the
application of Lexus'
bizarre styling cues to a
full-size luxury SUV. I,
however, find the tall,
wide, hulking vehicle to
be outlandishly beautiful.
The door opens like a
bank vault, and I slip into
the fire-engine red leather
seat. The obsidian black
wood trim of the thick
rimmed steering wheel
is one of the smoothest
surfaces I have ever felt. I
pull the door and it closes
with a metallic thud,
blocking out the bustle
of the crowd outside.
Almost immediately, I
think to myself that this

would be a great moment
ro post a snap story. I shot
down that idea, because
at this time, I was a week
free of Snapchat.
I
couldn't
take
it anymore.
Yes, Snapchat's live
stories of cities worldwide
are exceedingly cool; I
loved checking in on
New York on the off
chance that the story was
available nationwide, as
it is every few weeks or
so. I was also sending and
receiving snaps, posting
to my own story and
checking other people's
stories ad nauseam.
The amount of ideas
this began ro put into
my head about who was
excluding me on purpose
and who was doing what
was at best wasteful,
at
worst
unhealthy.
It was affecting my
time management, my
ability to pay attention
and the security of
my friendships.
A week into this
cleanse of sorts, I traveled

to
Greenville
with
three friends to attend
the
South
Carolina
International Auto Show.
This marked the first
time in three years that
I was able to attend an
auto show; the event,
while small by national
standards, was worlds
better than not attending
one at all.
The show, hosted
by popular automotive
media
giant
Motor
Trend, took place at the
TD Convention Center.
Automakers such as
Ford, Lexus, Hyundai
(with the G80 of their
newly separate Genesis
luxury brand in tow as
well), Toyota, Honda,
the full range of GM
Brands
aside
from
Cadillac and others were
in attendance. I couldn't
tell you how many times
I initially went to pull
out my phone to post a
picture of the vehicles I
sat in.
Then,
I
realized
something:
this was

''I
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my time to enjoy, to
poke interior panels
of different models, to
inhale the different new
car scents that seem to
vary by manufacturer. It
was my time to enjoy the
thing I love most in this
world, not my followers'.
It was my time to make
up for all of the years
I have missed the New
York International Auto
Show because I've been
attending Clemson.
"When We
Were
Young" by Adele has just
started to play out of
the Bose speaker in my
bedroom as I write this.
I wouldn't trade my
time at Clemson for
attending a yearly auto
show. I wouldn't trade
my time at Clemson for
anything in the world. I
wouldn't trade a minute
of
the
experiences,
relationships
and
accomplishments
I've
been lucky to experience
here for anything. Bur it
is not lost on me that,
being from Brooklyn, I

am a world from home.
I have experienced
waves
of
varying
homesickness throughout
college, and as of late,
it seems to be running
decidedly strong within
me. This auto show,
which was probably a
moderately entertammg
afrernoon to the friends
I was lucky enough to
convince into going
with me, was actually a
harrowing moment of
homesickness. The New
York show is an event
for the books every year
for someone who loves
cars, and it is one of
my absolute favorite
childhood pastimes with
my dad. For as long as my
memory reaches back,
my father and I attended
the show. I would get a
free pass to miss school,
we would spend the
entire day going from car
ro car in the Jacob Javits
Center in Manhattan,
and he would top off
this Superbowl of a day
for me with a brand new

model car, every time.
They still line the shelves
of my bedrooms in my
Brooklyn homes.
Adele is right when
she asks the person of
interest in her song if
she can "photograph
them one last time in this
light," for it actually may
turn out to be 'the last
time one may experience
things the way they were.
In going to school 800
miles away, I never not for one single minute
- considered the small
traditions I would forfeit
throughout the year. It
does not get easier.
My
friends
Tom,
Stephen and Oliver all
begin to exit the Lexus,
and I realize that I had
barely noticed them
getting in because I
was so absorbed in
these memories.
To this day, I can
still remember the soft
grain of the leather, the
smoothness of the black
lacquered wood and
the permeating scent of

expensive in the LX570's
cabin. Most importantly,
however, I can remember
the
distinct
feeling
of home the moment
gave me, the childhood
memories that came
charging back into my
mind ever so briefly.
The fact that I wasn't
busy snapchatting the
entire outing helped me
to enjoy the moment - to
enjoy the small taste it
gave me of being home
and of the industry I
so
desperately want
to be in. It made less,
even just for two hours,
the hollow longing for
home I have had since
Christmas Break.
Even still, one more
absence from the New
York Auto Show is more
than worth it ro be a
Clemson Tiger. Many of
us experience the struggle
of needing to leave home
but wanting to stay;
I would positive that
Clemson is an incredible
place
to
experience
that feeling.
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TIMEOUT
Valerie Smith
Senior StajfWriter

If there's any group that
suffers through embarrassing
moments
regularly,
it's
uscollege
students.
I'm
pretty sure we are all too
familiar with the good old
times of tripping in front of
strangers or running after
the CAT Bus as it pulls away
from your stop. We've all
been there.
Picture
this
scenario:
you have somehow landed
a professor who finds it
disrespectful when students
leave to use the restroom
while she's lecturing, so
you wait another hour with
your legs crossed, watching
the clock tick until your
moment of freedom arrives.
Finally! Class is over and
you sprint into the restroom,
locate an open stall and get
your moment of peace. Lo
and behold, there's no toilet
paper in the stall. Yeah,
that really just happened.
Stranded, you have to ask
someone to hand you a fist of
toilet paper under the door.
Then
there's
the
awkward moment when

ASHLEY STOUT/ Asst. Photo Editor

you're walking down a hall
or sidewalk and notice
another person walking in
the opposite direction, but
they won't let you have your
space? Uneasily, you step to
the right side of the walkway.
He does the same. You
immediately step left, and he
mimics your move. You softly
laugh in frustration and walk
a huge semi-circle around
the person so it is practically
impossible for them to get
in your path again. Now
that you're on your way, you
hope to yourself that you
never have to see that person
again. Somehow, you know
you will.
It's Katie's third year at
Clemson University and the
sixth week of the semester.
She knows all the shortcuts
and
building
locations
around the campus. She
makes her way to her next
class, and walks into the
wrong classroom. Everyone,
including the
professor,
stares at her. "Sorry," she
mumbles and quickly walks
out, closing the door softly
behind her. Around now
she realizes she's on the third
floor of the building when

her class is on the fourth.
She hears laughter from the
classroom as she walks away.
Personally, I'm the type
of person to raise my hand
like a know-it-all-Hermione
when a professor asks the
class a question. However,
unlike Hermione, I have
often provided the wrong
answer, loudly pronouncing
every word with pride.
"Hermione is smart. Be
like Hermione."
Lastly, imagine you are
walking outside on campus
and see your friend nearby
on Library Bridge. You're far
enough apart that you need to
shout to get her attention.
You yell her name, wave
your hands in the air and
jump up and down. She
looks over, and you realize
that, indeed, this is not your
friend. It's just someone
who looks like her. I still
haven't discovered what the
appropriate reaction is after
this happens.
At least you can be
comforted by the knowledge
that you're not alone.
Awkward 101 is practically a
Gen Ed. I know that I made
an A.

Library Bridge can be the cause of many klutzy encounters for Clemson students.
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AQUARIUS
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Jan. 20 - Feb. 19
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CROSSWORD
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1- SeaWorld attraction;
6- Bridge position;
I 0- At the drop of_;
14- Heaps;
15- Woody plant;
16- _lay me ... ;
17-Archie Bunker's wife;
18- French 101 infinitive;
19- Ayatollah', land;
20- Circuitow way;
22- Free from dirt;
24- Spring mo.;
26- Ditto!;
27- Whenever;
31- _ few rounds;
32- Stiller's panner;
33- More wan;
36- Sunblock letters;
39- Nota_;
40- More recent;
41- The back end of
something;
42- Annoy;
43- Feminist Abzug;
44-_firma;
45- Scandinavian rug;
46- Bondage;
48- Frost's field;
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50- Seaport in the Crimea;
52-Answered a charge;
53- General _ chicken;
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58- Profits;
61- Small batteries;
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You get lost a lot and you never pay
attention to anything. That's not
OK because you're a Gemini.

clingy AR But that's OK because

► you're a Cancer.

01

~

You can't wait on anything for
two damn seconds. But that's OK

LEO

'-- July 23 -Aug. 23

► because you're a Leo.

=-Sep/22 ►

You may think the world is flat. But
that's OK because you're a Virgo.
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►

You're an over the top cry baby and

)',~f.
, . June 22 - July 22

0
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►

Normally, lying on the couch all
day and online shopping would be
conceived as bad things. But that's
OK bcause you're aTaurus.
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- ~ , , CANCER
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GEMINI

►

You've been starting fights with
people and lately, you've been
hella arrogant. But that's OK
because you're an Aries.
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April 21 - May 20

'/]\'.,)\ May 21 - June 21

55- Overabundance;
56- Baby's cry;
57- I'd hate to break up

N V 7
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~TAURUS
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Everything is always your fault. But
that's OK because you're a Pisces.

►
March 20

ARIES

23- Aviation pioneer

~

3

it ~ · Feb. 20 -

35- Fewest;
36- Shrivelled, withour
moisture;
37- Henry Vlll's sixth;
38- Skirmish;
40- Not a direct hit;
41- Gun, as an engine;
43- Unit ofcomputer
memory;
44- Subject ro rax;
45- Ebb;
47- Carry with effort;
48- Beach, in Baja;
49- Like some cereals;

Q)

~

5
9

1- Exceeded the limit;
2- Conceal;
3- Came down to earth;
4- Take _ your leader;

=

~

rn
2

Down

29- Pull abruptly;
30- Quattro minus uno;
34- Holcboring tool;

►

Sikorsky;

Ill

4

talk;

68- Les _UnlS;

7- Some are liberal;

,;,-~-

25- Drive back;
27- Prefix with dextrous;
28- Not e'en once;

Watched intently;
Greek porrico;
"Network" director;
Hamlet, for one;
Disrespectful back

8- Caravansary;
9- Mallgoer, often;
I 0- "Peer Gynt Suite"
dancer;
11- Goddesses of the
seasons;
12- Cognizant;
13- Minute;
21- LP speed;

Ill

1

6364656667-

5- City in S Argentina;
6- Summer along the
Seine;

51 - Prom duds;
52- Table protector;

SUDQKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊

54- Comedian;
59- Not punctual;
60-Role for Ingrid;
62- Worldweary;

You are literally as stubborn as a
donkey. But that's OK because you're
an Aquarius.
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You have the emotional capacity
of a rock. But that's OK because
you're a Libra.
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SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SAOITrARIUS
{

'

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

l,,-. CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

►

You're always so petty. But that's OK
because you're a Scorpia.

You have a worse ego than
Trump. But that's OK
►Donald
because you're a Sagittarius.

If you keep up your ways you'll
be single for Valentine's Day.

►But that's OK because you're a
Capricorn.

Horoscopes by: nmeOut Staff
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FIND YOUR FIT: JAN. 25-FEB. 1 .
•
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/le,,;. JfJIIY DINING PLAN
·MARK YOUR CALENDAR: FEB. 2

ru,dve,, JfJIIY TIME SLOT
•

SELECT YOUR SPACE: FEB. 8-10
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